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“I” is the dreamer.

Scene 1
I was standing in an area with ( like a parking lot ) with 3 silver sheds/
pole barns and a street light. Around dinner time. Street light was on but 
it wasn't dark. Dusk I'm guessing.  

I saw a brown pitbull/bulldog  wonder around and I put it in one of the 
sheds.

- Standing:  Standing ones found in God’s Might
 :  Standing in Faith;  Spiritual

- Parking Lot:  Place of preparation;  awaiting ministry

- ‘3’:  Divine Order
      :  Silver:  Knowledge
      :  Sheds:  Fleshy, immature.

- Street Light:  Being exposed;  bring out into the open

- Dinner Time / Dusk:  Something is closing out;  needs to come to
an end.

-  It was cloudy / overcast:  Part of the setting > negative 
interpretation.

- Brown:  Earthly; sin; manmade; dead; humanistic.
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- Bulldog:  Determined; tenacious; dangerous; unyielding.

- Wander around:  Lost;  standing guard;  or looking for an 
opportunity.

Scene 2
As it went into the shed it became rabid and there were 1000's of other 
evil dogs. Brown and black. Some mixed brown and black. They started 
to chase me.

- Rabid:  A single minded pursuit of evil
    :  Contagious evil;  great danger
    :  Persecution

- 1000’s:  Mature (evil)

- Black:  Without light / spirit;  wicked;  sin

- Chase me:  Being threatened;  pursued.

Scene 3

I was in a fair sized  bedroom on the right side of the room. One of the 
dogs got in and started to chase me. Then 3 more got in.  I stared to hit 
them with a  green and blue pillows. Once I hit them I threw the pillow 
on the floor. My mom was pacing back and forth on the bed while on 
her phone. Then my mom was about to be attacked by a brown dog 
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and she had a pillow in her hand and the dog ran into it and 
disappeared and turned into a pillow. Then I hit a bunch of dogs and all 
the dogs turned into pillows except one black dog. This dog was the 
most dominant and broke threw the window . After I hit it, it turned into a 
set of keys hanging on the wall. A green lanyard with white writing and 
2 silver house keys.

- Bedroom:  Private;  intimacy;  union;  evil covenant.

- Right:  Favor;  authority;  power.

- One:  Beginning

- ‘3’:  Solid, real, substantial, complete, entire

- Hit them:  Resistance

- Green:  Creation;  new;  renewing;  prosper;  growth

- Blue:  Divine Revelation;  spiritual gifts.

- Pillow:  Rest in Faith;  Covering of heart

- Floor:  Foundation:  sorting or purging.

- Pacing:  Anxious;  worry

- Bed:  Something was conceived or stared on the bed
(It can be saved, or live with it)

- Mom’s Pillow was also Green.
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Scene 4 

I was sitting on a kitchen island and one of the dogs turned into a 
person (I feel this person is bad and may be female) She was wearing 
a hot pink hoodie/light pink hearts on it with hood up to hide face that 
was facing down. The colors on hoodie reversed when the person was 
walking around and put their face up but face was shaded black.

- Kitchen:  Heart

- Hot Pink:  Flesh:  Sensual;  sensuous;  immoral;  passion;  lust;
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 lascivious.  (‘Hot’ - exaggerated or enhanced)  

- Hoodie:  It’s a form of a coat:  Covering (can be Evil or Good)
      :  “Hooded”:  Blinded mind/veiled heart;  covering or 

hiding something;  Dishonor or shame;
needing Christ

Scene 5 

I went to the front entrance of the house then a black man in a red 
hoodie and red Nikes came in. I pushed him and all the dogs came in. I 
was fighting them off AGAIN and then I woke up.

-  
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